GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/05/2018

HIGHLIGHT

“I GIARDINI DI LUCIO”, THE CONCERT

Lucio Battisti, in the picture, worked not only in the music environment, but
was also very fond of painting, insomuch that with his works some posthumous
exhibition have been organized.

Today in the valley
“RAPERONZOLO” ON STAGE

PARISH THEATRE – CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.
For the festival “Ragazzi a Teatro”, the theatre company Estroteatro
performs in the show “Non chiamatemi Raperonzolo”, by Cinzia
Scotton.

WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN

MEETING POINT BY THE TOURIST OFFICE – LOC. VIGO/SÈN JÀN DI
FASSA AT 9.00 P.M.
Amusing evening activity for children proposed by “Sentieri in
compagnia”.

MOUNTAIN WAR

LA GRAN CIASA COMMUNITY BUILDING - SORAGA AT 9.15 P.M.
Gabriele Valentini talks about the First World War on the Marmolada.

A tribute, or better a real party, for the fans of one of most appreciated
singer-songwriter of the Italian music: Lucio Battisti. Today at 9.00 p.m.,
on the stage located nearby the events pavilion in Pozza, “Zona Italiana
4tet” gets on the stage with the show “I giardini di Lucio” and presents a
selection of the most appreciated songs by Battisti (1943-1998). A
tribute, 20 years after the death of the brilliant songwriter who has given
us a real collection of “pearls” such as “Pensieri e parole”, “Acqua
azzurra, acqua chiara”, “Fiori rosa, fiori di pesco”, “29 settembre”, to
name but a few of them. Battisti, who during his carrier has sold more
than 25 million copies, is considered one of the main composers and
performers of his tracks, as well as one of the best authors for other
artists.

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO MOUNT TOÀC
This "High-level walk" starts from the picturesque hamlet of Sorte,
over Moena: follow the easy road that leads to Malga Peniola.
Before reaching it, take pathway no. 521. The taxing trail passes by
the area named Frata and turns towards Coston da Ciamp, arriving
at the peak Sas da Ciamp (2.193 m; 2,30 hrs.). Here, from this high
and panoramic point, a lot of hiking trails begin: you can go back
along the same footpath or expand your hike. Fit hikers can
descend from Forcella Peniola first on path no. 524 and then on
path no. 517 till Costalunga Pass and thence go back to Moena
along path no. 519 (6.30 hrs.). Alternatively, it is possible to walk
along the ridge of Toàc pastures, reaching Mount Toàc (2.319 m).
Along the footpath no. 517 you can return to Malga Peniola and
then to Moena (5,30 hrs.).

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 6 AT 8.00 – CANAZEI

IN THE ICE OF THE MARMOLADA
EXCURSION ON THE GLACIER OF THE QUEEN OF THE DOLOMITES
WITH THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT
(EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 6 AT 8.30 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

SASSOLUNGO MTB TOUR
BEAUTIFUL, GUIDED TOUR AROUND THE DOLOMITIC MASSIF.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the nineteenth century Val di Fassa peaks represented an
amazing challenge for alpine pioneers. In 1887 Georg Winkler, a
seventeen-year-old Bavarian, came to the valley and decided to
climb the Torri del Vajolet alone. He chose the highest: with his
canvas shoes, with soles wrapped in string to help him grip the
rocks better, he ascended with a rope, at the summit of which he
fixed a hook, which hitched on natural handholds. He chinned with
the only strength of his arms. He reached the peak and he wrote a
note with his name on it, signing that way his conquest of that tower
that since then bears his name.

SEPTEMBER 6 AT 9.30 A.M. – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA

NORDIC WALKING FOR TWO
NORDIC WALKING LESSON IN COUPLE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK
POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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